
September 27, 2018 

 

Ms. Daisy Quiles-Pardo 

Mujeres 950 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 

 

Dear Ms. Quiles-Pardo: 

 

We would like to express our support for the “Luchemos por las Dos Vidas”/“Lets Fight for Both Lives” 

March which Mujeres 950 and other local pro-life groups have organized for this Friday, September 28, 

to promote the defense of the right to life in the Island and to call for the passage of Senate Bill 950, “The 

Law for the Protection of Women and the Preservation of Life.” 

 

It is truly outrageous that in the Island still today abortion is allowed until the moment of birth, that 

minors do not need the consent of their parents to terminate their pregnancy and that abortion can be 

practiced on demand without requiring a waiting period or an ultrasound or asking the fetal age. 

 

Senate Bill 950 would correct this irregular legal scenario by imposing restrictions on abortion similar to 

the ones adopted in many states of the union.  The bill would, in fact, go far in limiting abortion in Puerto 

Rico, which already claims an estimated 20,000 lives every year in the Island, by prohibiting this 

loathsome practice after twenty weeks and implementing other common-sense reforms.  

 

We commend you for your leadership in fighting to defend and promote a culture of life that respects the 

dignity of every human being at all stages of life.  Rest assured that we are committed to work with you 

closely in your struggle to defend the unborn in Puerto Rico and, particularly, in your advocacy to ensure 

that Senate Bill 950 becomes law. 

 

As you march for life on September 28th, please remember that your fellow pro-life citizens throughout 

America have you and your noble cause in our thoughts and prayers. 

 

May God bless you and your beloved Island. 

 

Respectfully, 

 
Marjorie Dannenfelser     Alfonso Aguilar  
President      President 

Susan B. Anthony List     Latino Partnership for Conservative Principles 

 

Jeanne Mancini      Penny Nance 

President      CEO & President  

March for Life      Concerned Women for America LAC 

 

Kristan Hawkins     Catherine Glenn Foster 

President      President and CEO 

Students for Life of America    Americans United for Life 

 

Rev. Sam Rodriguez     Frank Cannon 

President      President 

National Hispanic Christian Leadership Conference  American Principles Project  

 

 


